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Catton, Pulitzer Historian
Next Humanities Lecturer
Bruce Catton, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian and editor of American Heritage Magazine, will lecture on Friday, March 6th at 8
P.M. on the subject: "The Civil
War: the Structure of Tragedy."
The lecture, seventh in this year's
The pursuit of excellence in a
Humanities Series, will be given in
Bapst Library Auditorium. Captain college program was stressed by
Walter L. Mayo, Jr., Asst. Profes- the Very Reverend Michael P.
sor of Military Science and Tactics, Walsh, S.J., President of Boston
College, in his address before the
will be chairman.
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Break Ground For Nursing School

Exceptional Students, School?s Ceremony By Cardinal Today
Standards Discussed In Ed. Conf. Ushers In New Era For B.C.

Educational ConCatton, a graduate of Fourth Annual
ference
of
the
School
of Education.
Oberlin College, worked as a reTuesday, February
Conducted
last
Plain
porter for the Cleveland
17th, the conference was attended
Dealer before entering government by
the teachers and principals of
service as Director of Information
the
school systems which cooperfor the War Production Board and
ated in the practice teaching plan
Bruce

BRUCE CATTON
the Department of Commerce. Since

1954 he has been editor of American Heritage.
Catton's book, A Stillness at Appomatox, won the Pulitzer Prize
for history in 1954, and also re-

ceived the National Book Award.
Other books by Bruce Catton include Mr. Lincoln's Army, Glory
Road, and This Hallowed Ground.
Admission to the Humanities Series events is two dollars, with a
special price of one dollar for lay
faculty members and students who
purchase tickets beforehand at the
Humanities Series Office in the
basement of Gasson Hall. Coming
attractions are Carl Sandburg on
March 20th, and Robert Frost on
May 6th.

Notables Attend

of the School of Education.
The conference was highlighted
by seminars conducted by prominent figures in the field of education. Father Walsh addressed the
Conference on the "Pursuit of Excellence." In his talk, Father Walsh
alluded to the fact that recent reports on education were distinguished by the recurrence of familiar terms such as "revision of
curriculum content", "reexamination of objectives" and "reconsideration of instructional norms."
Father Walsh continued: "Running through all these reports,
however, there has been one common point of agreement that
equality of educational opportunity is not synonymous with identical opportunity for all. What is an
adequate education for one mind
may not begin to stimulate another. Equality of educational opportunity ultimately means, in the
words of the recently published
Rockefeller Report, that each student is to be urged to strive for
excellence." Father Walsh went on
to say "The pursuit of excellence
is never ended, because we can
never admit that excellence has
been achieved. The admission that
excellence has been achieved is an
admission which empties the rest

of life of any further meaning." In
conclusion Father Walsh stated:
"Reports have been filed, more will
be filed, but one is safe in predicting that all these reports will
agree on three points: first, there
is nothing inherently inadequate
in our present school system because it is the same system which
was responsible for our technical
and social achievements in the
past; secondly, there is nothing
wrong which cannot be remedied
if we have the courage to make
some hard decisions and stick by
them, for quality education costs
more, not less, money; and thirdly,
we must no longer settle for a
comfortable mediocrity but we
must strive ever more to excel".
Reverend Charles F. Donovan,
S.J., Dean of the School of Education made the following remarks
in his address on"the Gifted
Teacher": "people engaged in
teacher education are sometimes
accused of making teaching an end
in itself and forgetting about content and learning. If there be such
misguided guides elsewhere, let us
hope for their early retirement".
Father Donovan added, "Teaching
is an instrumental activity. The
end is the humanizing of other
persons. But being an instrument
does not detract from the dignity
of teaching. The Second Person of
the Blessed Trinity became Man
for our salvation. God's Incarnation
was the instrument of redemption."
The Conference also emphasized
Education for the Gifted Student.
A seminar on this subject entitled:
Programs for the Gifted at the
Elementary School Level by Sister
(Continued on Page 2)

Dr. Russell Davis Is A Former
Member of ?Shirtsleeve Diplomats?
By JOHN

GALLIVAN

"Linguistic engineering" is the phrase Dr. Russell Davis, Director
of the B.C. Bureau of Education Research, thinks apt to describe his
recent work in Ethiopia for the U.S. Government. Co-author of the
recently published collection of Ethiopian and High African folklore,
A special political science semi- The Lion's Whiskers, Dr. Davis is a former linguistic research connar was held yesterday on the oc- sultant for the Government's International Cooperation Administration.
casion of Clement Attlee's visit to
The Lion's Whiskers is a result of Dr. Davis's recent field work in
our campus.
Africa for the I.C.A. The book is a collection of forty-one pieces of
The seminar was conducted at indigenous folklore which Dr. Davis
St. Thomas More Hall. The chair- calls "among the finest short folkman was Reverend Robert F. pieces in any literature."
Drinan, S.J., Dean, Boston College
Dr. Davis's mission in Ethiopia
Law School, and the discussants was one of modernizing text books
were Paul T. Heffron, chairman, used in the country's underdevelDept. of History and Government, oped educational system, and was
and Erwin D. Canham, editor, part of a series of I.C.A. projects
Christian Science Monitor.
which provide technical assistance
Among other members of the in agriculture, education, and pubseminar group were: Lashlie Grey lic health to backward countries.
Harvey, professor of Government The linguistic engineering inand United States citizenship on volves a process which Dr. Davis
the Maxwell Foundation; Director, calls "creating a language." "The
Bureau of Public Administration, primitiveness of the Ethiopian lanBoston University; Carl J. Fried- guages makes them flexible for the
rick, Eaton professor of the science addition of many new technical
of government, Harvard Universi- words, and mathematicaland scienty; Samuel H. Beer, former pro- tific terms can be transliterated
fessor of government, Harvard from the English." "My I.C.A. work
University; Max Lerner, Max Rich- in Africa was satisfying," affirms
ter, professor of AmericanCiviliza- Dr. Davis, "You can see young
tion and Institutions, Brandeis Uni- children, who have nothing in the
versity; Harold J. Griffiths, acting- way of educational advantages, acRUSSELL DAVIS
British consul; Christopher Daw- tually develop in all phases of their
son, professor of theology, Harvard lives."
worker
in a foreign country
field
University; and Monsignor Francis
Dr. Davis also cites the indirect does. "The people, whose own reliapostolic work which a Catholic
(Continued on Page 3)
J. Lally, Editor, Pilot.

Attlee Seminar

Richard Cardinal Cushing will break ground for the

newest building on the Boston College Campus at noon today.

The building, donated by the Cardinal to his ALMA
MATER, will be named Cardinal Cushing Hall and will house
the Boston College School of Nursing, the largest collegiate
school of nursing in the nation.

With the encouragement of Cardinal Cushing, the B. C.
School of Nursing was founded in 1947, and now has an enrollment of more than 1,000 in basic and graduate nursing courses.

Architect's sketch of Cardinal Cushing Hall
The new building, of seam-face
granite, will be located on the
"middle campus" at University
Heights in the quadrangle bounded
by Campion Hall, Fulton Hall, the
Student Activities Building, and
Devlin Hall.
When the four-story Nursing
School building is opened for
classes for the Fall term in 1960,
the nursing students will have the
most modern facilities in the nation.
Features in Cardinal Cushing
Hall will include nursing demonstration and nursing arts labora-

Tories, diet kitchens, 2 libraries, 2
chapels, administrative and faculty
offices, seminar rooms, classrooms,
a health center which will relieve
the university infirmary of some
of its present functions, student
and faculty lounges, and closed cir-

cuit television.
The building was designed by
Maginnis, Walsh, & Kennedy, architects, and the contractor is M.
S. Kelliher Co. It was designed to
harmonize with the older Gothic
buildings on the campus and with
the new Education and Business
Administration School structures.

CBA Conference To Discuss
Labor-Management Problems
A conference on Arbitration and
Labor-Management problems will
be presented by the College of
Business Administration on Thursday, March 12th. This conference
will be presented with the cooperation of the Federal Mediation and

Conciliation Service.
The emphasis of the conference
will be placed on the dynamic nature in the labor relations field.
The conference is intended to appraise the changing pattern in
labor-management arbitration and
to afford union officials, company
executives, attorneys and arbitrators, an opportunity to examine
current issues in the light of recent developments.

The address of welcome will be
delivered by Rev. W. Seavey Joyce,
S.J., Dean of the College of Business Administration. Presiding at

the conference will be Donald J.
White, Associate Dean of the College of Business Administration,
one of the leading arbitrators in
the United States. Arbitration and
the Courts will be discussed by
Archibald Cox, Royall Professor of

Law, Harvard Law School; Stuart
MacMillan, Attorney, Houssermann,
Davison and Shattuck; and Harold
B. Roitmen, Attorney, Boston.
Studies in the preparation and
presentation of arbitration cases
include: "How to Lose An Arbitration Case" by Thomas Kennedy,
Professor of Business Arbitration,
Harvard School of Business Administration; "The Union's Case"
by Robert Wakinshaw, Sub-Regional Director, Region 9A United
Auto Workers Union; The Company's Case" by Hamilton Thornquest, Manager of Industrial Relations, Whitin Machine Works; Joseph S. Murphy, Vice-President of
American Arbitration Association;
"The Arbitrator Looks at the
Hearing and Award" by Saul
Wallen, Lecturer, Harvard Business School and John A. Hogan,
Professor of Economics, University
of New Hampshire.

Also speaking at the conference
will be Paul M. Herzog, Executive
Vice-President, American Arbitra-

tion Association and Joseph F.
Finnegan, Director, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service.
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Rossiter Warns of Impending Crises;
Obsolescence HarmsPolitical Tradition

BC Dramatists to
Present Original

Plays

at

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 20. 1959

Festival

By GENE

On Friday evening, February 27,
the Boston College Dramatic Society will stage its annual One Act
Play Festival. The evening's entertainment includes five one-act
plays. Four of the plays are student written. All are student directed.
The first play on the program is
John J. McNamara's Some Like It
Insipid. The play is a subscript of
Aeschylus' Orestes. Its general
theme concerns moral degeneration. The characters are easily recognized from the classic play of
Aeschylus. Miss Lorraine Cassidy
Members of the Senior Dinner-Dance Committee at recent meeting
directs.
are seated, Joseph Connolly and Pauline Matthieu; first row, Rogette
Peter Dee's Medal of Honor is Abazard, Ann Fagan, Kathleen Desmond, Martha S. Zimmerman and
the second play to be presented. Alice Kaiho; rear row, Roger J. Sullivan, John Akin, John Higgins,
Frank McLellan directs this tra- George O'Brien and Bob Churchville.
gedy of a Marine war hero who
returns home, embittered and dis?
illusioned as a result of his war
experiences. He makes his crippled
Any Freshman or Sophomore
(Continued from Page 1)
friend the target of his bitterness.
interested in the Junior Year
Tennessee Williams' Lady of Abroad program should consult M. Josephina, C.S.J., Associate
Larkspur Lotion will follow, under with Dr. Langlois in G-118. Dr.
Professor of Education. Sister Jothe direction of Jim O'Hearn.
Langlois also requests those who sephina stated "Giftedness, of any
The play is a drama about people have already seen him to stop kind, intellectual, artistic, musical,
living in their dreams. They lose
social or mechanical, should be discontact with reality and wander in again, sometime.
covered early by the classroom
seeking
about
fulfillment of their
dream world.
teacher, nurtured, encouraged and
constantly challenged for the full
Gene Mulcahy's Actor for Hire
will also be presented. In addition
and harmonious development of
JUNIORS!
to serving as playwright, Mr. Muleach pupil."
cahy directs the production. The
late
for
inany
It is not too
play sees two old troupers reunited
Other seminars on the topic of
terested members of the class of
after many years of mediocrity in
Education
for the Gifted included
the theater. The scene is a quaint '60 to participate in the Junior
for
the Gifted In MathPrograms
theatrical coffee shop.
show. Any actor, dancer, singer,
and Science by Reverend
ematics
The final performance will be
or general performer may beThomas C. Heffernan's Some Rise, come a member of this year's Stanley J. Bezuszka, S.J., Chairman of the Mathematics DepartSome Fall. Hans Hermans directs
show. Rehearsals are now being
the play which contains a meeting
ment; Programs for the Gifted at
of a young man who flouts religion held. Times of rehearsals are the Secondary School Level with
and God and an old actor who posted on the bulletin board in
Mr. Samuel Graves, Principal of
attempts to dissuade him.
the foyer of the Lyons Hall the Gamaliel Bradford Senior High
The curtain will rise on the first
Cafeteria.
School, Wellesley, Mass., Mr.
play at 8:15 p.m. on next Friday
George L. McKim, Assistant Proevening. Tickets for the Festival
will be available in the downstairs
fessor of Education and Doctor Jofoyer of Lyons Hall, in the School
seph L. Driscoll, Director of Stuof Education, or from members of
dent Teaching and Educational
A
an
old
scholastic
revival
of
Society.
They
the Dramatic
are
Field
Work; Programs for the
priced at $1.00.
custom will soon be made in
Gifted
at the University Level by
of
the
philosophers
which the
B. C. Debating Society will hold Doctor P. Albert Duhamel, Director of Office of Special Programs.
a disputation on a burning issue
in Scholasticism. Such meetings
Doctor John J. Walsh, Director
were popular and common in the of the
Office of Testing Services,
Lt. Col. Phillip Cibotti, Jr., Ages of Faith, and students are talked
on Testing the Ability and
PMS and T, has announced that reminded that riots, condemnaAchievement
of Gift-Students and
selection criteria this year for the tions and civil wars were often
Doctor Russel G. Davis, Director
advanced course (MS 111 and IV) the
results of such encounters.
includes a change in academic reof Educational Research, talked on
quirements. To be eligible for adThe topic and place, as well as New Curricula for the Gifted.
mittance to the junior year ROTC
the names of the fearless protaprogram, a candidate must possess
Reverend Robert F. Hoey, S.J.,
average
aC
or better for his first gonists will be announced as Assistant Dean of the School of
thought
soon as it is
safe.
two years of college work. Prior
Education, delivered the invocation
to this time only a passing grade
at the close of the conference.
was needed.

Exceptional Students

New Requisites
For ROTC Program

DeVITA

"The 1960's will be an age of government which "knows that
impending crises."
political power can do, great evil,
With these sobering words, but is not sure that it can do great
Clinton L. Rossiter, head of the good."
While impressing upon his
Government Department at Cornell
University, and a featured speaker audience the fact that these four
of this semester's Coe Foundation problems were startlingly real and
Lecture Series, introduced his topic dangerous, the speaker, nevertheof discussion, "The Crisis of The less, gave assurances that definite
American Political Tradition," to strides could be made towards the
the assembled audience in Bapst solution of these problems by the
Library Auditorium, Thursday adoption of five measures.
First, we must amend our liberal
afternoon, Feb. 12.
Professor Rossiter succinctly and view of the nature and destiny of
that view which holds that
lucidly depicted the cause of this man
crisis in these words: "MANY OF man has been continually imTHE IDEAS WHICH HAVE GOV- proving both ethically and politicERNED US ARE, TO BE BLUNT, ally. What is needed in our view
OBSOLESCENT AND IRRE- of man is a "positive mixture of
VELANT TO OUR WORLD, AND hope and caution." To be a great
MUST BE WORKED OVER. "We Liberalism our Liberalism must
cling," continued Rossiter, "to the not only "inspire and comfort," as
bland assumption that we have all it now does, but it must also "guide
the tools at hand necessary to ex- and explain," added the professor.
Second, we must revaluate our
tricate ourselves from the crises in
which we may find ourselves en- commitment to equality
"One
tangled. The professor then turned essential characteristics of a
his attention to four vital aspects modern industrial society like ours
of the American political tradition is an almost hierarchical order of
which he felt were in the throes of inequality." Our society, Rossiter
crisis: our ideas and concepts of explained, thirsts for "skilled, rethe nature of man, the pattern of sponsible, creative men and women"
society, the structure of govern- \u25a?people
who are above, not merely
0
ment, and the place of man in so- equal to their fellow citizens with
ciety and under government.
regard to these three qualifications.
Third, we must amend or abanAmericans have a mixed impression of the nature and capacity don our commitment to populism
of man, Professor Rossiter ex- which, when overemphasized, could
plained. We tend to view men in lead to the neglect of leadership.
power skeptically, to place less America needs a "much more cenhope in them than we do in others. tral place for leadership which
Our traditional position with re- leads." We must change the
gard to men who do not possess present social and political climate
political power has been one which which stifles leadership, and we
adheres to the belief than man is a must learn to generate, foster, and
"rational, thinking creature who develop skilled leaders. Our fears
will make decisions calmly when of an elite in this respect will be
presented with Aristotelian ar- groundless if we remember that the
guments." With typical western elite will be a reflection of the soliberalism we have expected man's ciety which begot it; "if the society
ethical and political behavior to im- is democratic, the elite will be
prove with each succeeding genera- democratic."
Fourth, we should place new emtion. We have, in a sense, fashioned
an ideal man and have shrouded phasis on the role of the leader.
Fifth, we should emphasize equality
him in a naive myth.
The second part of the crisis of opportunity for all.
deals with our present pattern of
In general, the crisis of the
society. Professor Rossiter argued American political tradition could
with telling conviction that "there be solved, the head of Cornell's
is little room in contemporary Government Department believed,
American life for community and if Americans made use of the
voluntary groups; AMERICA IS A "essence" and "aspiration" of this
namely, "libLOOSE AGGREGATE OF FREE- political tradition
WHEELING INDIVIDUALISTS." erty and justice" and "liberty and
In our society mediocrity is to be justice for all."
sought for
the best class is the
If a summary of the lecture
middle class; "the aristocracy is were to be given, it would have to
envied, the proletariat is a dirty be this: with seasoned acumen,
word."
Professor Rossiter put forth and
A new chapter of the American discussed some of those problems
political tradition's crisis was un- and ideas which must be digested,
folded when the noted professor absorbed into the main stream of
examined the structure of our gov- American political thought, and
ernment with respect to the three acted upon by thoughtful, wellelements which presently dominate meaning, and well-informed Amerit: populism, constitutionalism,and ican citizens if they wish to
skepticism. For Rossiter, populism preserve that liberty and justice
involves "the placing of heavy em- for all which has, for the most
phasis on the central role of the part, characterized our American
people in their electing and direct- political heritage in the past, and
ing of the government." Constitu- which must permeate the fabric of
tionalism embodies "regular, our future political thinking if we
predictable, ordered government." are to survive as a free, indeSkepticism is that philosophy of pendent, and democratic people.
?
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Check, and double-check
our new ARROW Glen

.

This new button-down broadcloth shirt comes in
a neat check. It's a natural with a solid color suit
or jacket. We have the Arrow Glen now, in
white, solids and checks in many color combinations. See us now for the Arrow Glen
and
don't miss seeing our ties. Arrow never offered so
handsome a collection.
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See BILL ELBERY, CBA '60

AT ELBERY MOTOR CAR CO., INC.
360 RIVER ST., CAMBRIDGE
New England's No. 1 Ford Dealer in Sales
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Call Me Xl 7-6949
Xl 7-3820
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FOR A 1959 FORD OR A
GUARANTEED USED CAR
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OLD VIENNA
1316 Commonwealth

- LITTLE

Aye. (Just

HOFBRAU

5 minutes from the college)

Minute Sirloin Steak

99(iS

Onion Rings, French Fried Potatoes, Chef Salad, Rolls and Butter

Tenderized Veal Cutlets
Whipped

Potatoes,

Fresh Peas, Rolls and Butter

Sauerkraut or Knockwurst

Boiled Potato, Rolls and Butter

99^

99^
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?..The Life of the Mind..?

Beta Gamma Sigma To Hold
CBA Initiation Ceremonies

Att.Gen. Speaks at

Law School Dinner

Ed. Note.
The following is an excerpt from an address given by Very On Wednesday evening, Februa- tion will be honored by Beta GamThe Boston College Law School,
Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President of the University, at the ry 25, the Beta chapter of Beta ma Sigma. To be inducted into the founded during the 1929 stock
Black X dinner of Xavier High School in New York, on February Gamma Sigma will hold its annual society are Professors James 0. market crash, reaches its 30th
Dunn, of the Accounting Depart- milestone this year.
9. Space does not permit us to reprint the address in toto, but we initiation ceremonies.
ment, Frederick T. Bryan, of the
feel that the following section contains several valuable ideas.
"... It is ironical in a way that
the Church, which has been blamed
for so many crises of the past,
should really be honored in the
present one. Yet that is what is
happening. Disinterested students
of our history know that the real
disease of American education is
a Vocationalism which, in its haste
to meet the whimsical demands of
a passing moment, has neglected
that broad and humane culture
which comes from the truly liberal education. It is not cricket perhaps, especially in a time of crisis,
to say "we told you so." But those
who are really frightened by the
Soviet threat, yet wise enough to
resist the facile solution of mere
scientism, are rediscovering what
Jesuit Education, for one, never
forgot: that scientific pioneers,
statesmen, scholars and inspired
teachers do not grow on any other
academic regimen that the tough,
muscular diet of history, science,
philosophy and the arts. This is
not special pleading, my friends;
not to bore you with the long list
of authorities to support this thesis,
I wonder if young Charles Van
Doren did not say all that I have
been trying to say when he ad-

mitted that the information which
he used on the quiz program was
really 'junk. The humanities in a
Jesuit school are not a pleasant
collection of academic chit-chat,
but intellectual discipline which we
use to toughen the mind, sharpen
the imagination and discipline
them in the ways of right thinking.
"But if you think we are getting
smug about this left-handed vindication of our educational principles, I hasten to assure you that
catholic education has been under
longer and heavier fire than have
the non-sectarian colleges. And
before you shrug it off as a prejudice; let me assure you again that
the gunners in this case have not
been the Pragmatists and the Positivists, but those who know the
subject best, Catholics themselves.
For all our protesting that we have
stood guard over the citadel of wisdom against the rising sea of mere
quantity in information, technique,
and scientific 'know how', the
proof of our valor show more in
our protest than it does in our
actual performance. The facts are
that we have not made our proper
contribution in the past to the
scholarly profession and scientific
research. Too few Catholics are to
be counted among college professors, research physicists or in experimental medicine.

"Our breast-beating about all
this?it must be said to our credit

Honorary membership will be
conferred upon Edward F. Chase,
one of the nation's leading young
advertising executives. Mr. Chase
is President and Treasurer of
Harold Cabot and Co., Inc., a Boston advertising firm. An alumnus
of Bowdoin College, Mr. Chase
joined Harold Cabot and Co. in
1942, and became President last
year. He has served as Regional

?has all been taken in public. He
who runs may read it, even if he
runs no further than Time Magazine. And although merciless selfexaminationhas lately revealed our
malaise to be not as bad as some
critics have thought; we have
and include members of both the
senior and junior classes. Membernever, even at the height of the
Governor and National Director of ship is open to seniors who are in
siege, spent our time just wringthe top ten percent of their class
ing our hands. Long before the
and to juniors in the top four per
public wailing had reached a very
cent of their class.
shrill pitch, Catholic colleges had
Seniors to be included are: Edalready started to do something
ward H. Belanger, Laurent L.
very tangible about the problem.
Boisvert, Paul L. Broughton, Joseph P. Callahan, John W. Canavan,
"Catholic colleges today are goWilliam E. Cratty, Hugh G. Duffy,
ing through a stage of ferment.
X. Dunne, Richard J. GaFrancis
One has to be in the middle of one
noug, James W. Hagan, Leonard
to know how true this is. There
M. Jukens, Arthur F. Kaplan,
are so many projects, reviews and
Thomas J. Legere, Jr., Paul J.
self-studies going on at one and
Lucey, William F. Mack, Thomas
J. Murray, Joseph R. Plati, Paul M.
the same time it is difficult for
Shea, James L. Saghrue, Vincent
the college president even to keep
0. Sylvia, and John M. Tammaro.
up with them. New programs
Junior initiates are: Richard N.
especially for the gifted student
Bentley, Robert W. Berry, Timothy J. Burns, Daniel J. Campbell,
are being developed and expanded.
Paul F. Deady, Thomas J. Gilligan,
Catholic colleges are gaining
Jr., William C. Melia, Francis C.
greater recognition for themselves
Datway, Paul R. Rigazio, Donald
EDWARD F. CHASE
and for their students from the
W. Oalmer, Edward J. Powers,
learning societies, foundations and the Association of Advertising Thomas F. Sharkey, Anthony J.
professional associations. The num- Agencies. Mr. Chase has been Signorello and Stephen V. Sulliin the field of metro- van.
ber of students winning national prominent
politan affairs for some time and
going
academic awards and
on for is at present a member of the BosOn Wednesday the initiation
graduate study and research has ton College Seminar Planning ceremony will be held at 5 P.M.,
followed by a chapter election and
been increasing at a remarkably Committee.
reception. Closing the evening will
gratifying pace. Our faculties, curThree faculty members of the be a banquet honoring the new
ricula, and programs are being College of Business Administra- members in the Welch Dining Hall.
continuously strengthened and improved. We have not changed our
aims, mind you. Our philosophy of
education, which is to educate man
to the fullest development of all his
The officers of the Camera Club
powers, has been vindicated in the for the coming year were elected
present crisis. We do not need to at a recent meeting. The members
raise our sights. We have always elected to direct the year's activities: Dave Rochon, president;
aimed for the stars.
Charles Seymour, vice-president;
The second annual Campus Art
"But there is excellent reason to Jerry Hamel, secretary; Phil Lebelieve that we could raise our ex- blanc, treasurer; and Ron Davis, Show will be held on Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, March 18-20, in
pectations of our students. We all public information officer.
know that they, just as we, breathe
the Seminar Room in Lyons Hall,
the air of the pragmatic culture
according to an announcement by
which surrounds us all. Too many
Samuel R. Blair, Stylus editor.
of them, taking their cue from
Original paintings, drawings, and
their times, are willing to settle
sculpture by students, faculty
for economic success and their own
members and alumni will be dislittle quota of material comforts. Three Boston College graduates,
in the annual exhibit. Book
played
The sense of dedication to the life Mr. William R. Peters, Mr. Peter
prizes
will
be awardedfor the best
and
Guilmette,
Mr.
William
C.
mind,
of the
the idea of a vocation
to service, especially when the Duffy, all of the Class of '58, have productions in all media.
monetary return for that service been appointed to the Naval OfEntries in the show, sponsored
is not attractive
very frankly ficer Candidate School at Newport
jointly
by the Stylus and the Hua
gradPeters,
cum laude
friends, you do not see much on R.I. Mr.
uate, was a member of the Eco- manities Series, may be left in the
many campuses of this country. nomics Academy, while at B.C. Stylus office, Gasson Hall, during
They are so gloriously contented Mr. Guilmette participated in the the week of March eighth.
with their own little?real or im- college band and the Mendel Club.
agined?slot in life that education Mr. Duffy belonged to the Accan actually harm them unless it counting Academy, the Foreign
shakes up their ideas and their Trade Club, and received his letter
ideals, challenges them, jars them, in track. All three will be commisand beckons them imperiously and sioned as Ensigns Junior Grade in
persistently to intellectual efforts the U.S. Naval Reserve upon comof which they never dreamed they pletion of the four months training course.
were capable."

Camera Club Names
New Officers

Humanities Series,
Stylus To Sponsor
Annual Art Exhibit

B.C. Grads Get
Appointments

?

Officers Elected By
New York Club
At a meeting held in Fulton 220
last Monday, the New York Club
elected its officers for the coming
year. Chosen as officers were:
James T. Marinaro '59, president;
Charles A. Council '60, vice-president; Charles T. Romanski '60,
treasurer; Kay Forbes '61, secretary; and Anthony B. Cashman,
Jr. '60, sergeant-at-arms.
For the first semester, the club
has participated in various activities ranging from rallies and dinners to a Christmas dance at the
Hotel Roosevelt in New York City.
For the second half of the year,
the club plans a Communion Breakfast, a dinner-dance, a spring outing to the Blue Hills, and intramural sports with the other clubs.

The event will be observed at an
Marketing Department, and Walter
T. Greaney, of the Finance Depart- anniversary dinner, March 21st, at
the Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Boston,
ment.
where the school's alumni, faculty,
Students to be initiated into the students, and friends will meet.
nation's only scholarship honor soPrincipal speaker at the affair,
ciety recognized by the American for
members of bench, bar, and
Association of Collegiate Schools public service, will be United States
thirty-seven
of Business number
Attorney

(Photo

by Fabian Bachrach)

Pictured after having received awards for excellence in Economics
are Gerard Hayes, A&S '60, and Albert W. Sullivan, A&S '61. The
awards were based on the first semester averages of both students.
L. to R.: Gerard Hayes, Professor E. K. Smith, Dept. of Economics, who
presented the awards, Thomas Gallagher, Instructor of Economics, and
Albert W. Sullivan.
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Rogers.

General William P.

Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J., Dean
of the Law School, announced that
Daniel G. Holland of Newton will
serve as general chairman of the
anniversary dinner committee.
Since its inception, the Law
School has grown to the point
where it is now the fourth largest
Catholic Law School in the nation.
Its alumni number scores of
judges, prominent attorneys, and
men in the public life of New England and the nation.
The School, with day and evening divisions, has an enrollment
of more than 500.
Atty. Gen. Rogers, a member of
the Eisenhower cabinet since January, 1958, has been in government service as Deputy Attorney
General and Chief Counsel of the
Senate Permanent Investigating
Committee.
More than 1000 are expected to
attend the dinner, Chairman Holland announced.

Band to Present
Jazz Concert

Rev. Norman J. O'Connor, C.S.C.,
the well-known jazz expert featured on Channel 2, will be the
guest commentator at "A Study In
Jazz" to be presented by the Boston College band.
The concert, featuring several
prominent jazz personalities, will
be presented on February 25, at 4
P.M. in the auditorium of Campion
Hall. Admission charge is 75 cents.

Dr. Russell Davis

?

(Continued from Page 1)
gion is completely antiquated see
that you have a religion and cannot help but be interested in it."

The Lion's Whiskers was actually only an on-the-spot idea of Dr.
Davis. In his study of the native
languages with Ashabranner, the
richness of the Ethiopian tribal
folklore became apparent, and the
collection is a result of what Dr.
Davis calls a "fascinating study."
The book contains forty-one
pieces, representative of the nine
major tribes of Ethiopia. Each had
to be translated from the original
tribal languages, of which there
are over sixty in Ethiopia, into the
Amharac language, the official
language of Haile Selassie's Empire, which Dr. Davis has mastered,
and then translated into English.
"The fact that the native alphabet
contains from 200 to 250 characters makes translation work for-

midable," declares Dr. Davis.
In addition to The Lion's Whiskers, Dr. Davis also plans to edit,
in collaboration with Brent Ashabranner, foreign service educator
and writer, two other works which
stem from his work in Ethiopia.
The first, Ten Thousand Desert
Swords, will be a recreation of a
Libyan epic which dates back a
thousand years. The second book
will contain stories of I.C.A. operations all over the world, written
with the aim of attracting prospective career men to the service.
Dr. Davis recommends I.C.A.
work to anyone interested in languages, or desiring to do something worthwhile for other people.
There is quite a lot of work to be
done, and anything you do shows
up. They call the I.C.A. men 'shirtsleeve diplomats', and through personal contacts made with all classes
of the people, I believe they do as
much good as the official, formal
diplomats. You really help a lot
of people."

(Lift Ifgigtita
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Selfless Savant
In the course of the past few months The Heights
has had occasions to single out a half dozen or so
individuals for editorial praise. Thfc approach of the
Attlee lecture this week reminds us of yet another
name to be added to this select list. Mr. Weston
M. Jenks, moderator of the student senate in A&S,
Director of Guidance, Military Advisor, and possessor of a list of titles only slightly shorter than that
held by the lord High Executioner in the "Mikado",
little needs the addition of "Heights" praise to that
already impossing list of academic and social recommendations.
Our own personal experience with Mr. Jenks extends over a course of 3 years or so. As founder of
the Writers Workshop and mentor of that organization for its first decade or so of existence?he has
been a prime source of "Heights" features writers
and editors. If his accomplishments were to be
solely judged on the basis of his contributions to
the campus literary activities he would more than
merit whatever humble praise we could offer.
Over and above his efforts in moulding the
Hemingways of the campus, Mr. Jenks has contributed to the general welfare of the campus by
his unstinting devotion to individual students and
unsung causes. The inauguration of the Maurice
Tobin series is just such an instance of this quite
devotion. Were we to descend to the maudlin we
might be tempted to list his efforts to keep individual students in college through either financial
or academic assistance. We shall however prescind
from this consideration and simply offer our heartfelt praise to a layman who has made inestimable
contribution to the overall welfare of the campus
far in excess of what might be demanded from a
man in his position.

THE LONG WALK
Now that the first week of Lent has been com-

pleted and the individual's daily quota of cigarettes
has been diminished, it might be appropriate to
point out some of the more important sacrifices that
characteristically mark the period set aside by Holy

Mother Church as a time of sacrifice and penance.
The most perfect act for Lent, or anytime for that
matter, will always remain attendance at the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass. Yet, with Masses being offered
each class day at 11 A.M., 12M, and 1 P.M. in the
Bapst Auditorium, there are still many of us who
manage to fall by the wayside?in favor of a bull
session in the "caf", or some other diversion during
a free period. Is it too much of an effort to be required to walk the few hundred feet to Bapst, or
have we been weakened by the Lenten fast regu-

lations?

By JACK McNEALY and BRENDA CROWLEY

GLEASON

.

Heading the entertainment scene this weekend is the appearance
the Four Lads at the Totem Pole. A natural for all music lovers.
Jimmie Durante finishes a week's stay at Blinstrub's this Sunday.
Remember to keep next Friday night free for the One Act Play
Many plays have been written about the Irish
Festival at Campion Hall. The Dramatic Society is presenting five Revolution and the heroes of the Easter Week fightplays
ing. Few have ever captured the true spirit and color
some funny, some sad, all enjoyable.
of the period; but Shadow of a Gunman, out of the
pen of master dramatist Scan O'Casey, contains a
THEATRE
reality that only a first hand reporter
A Lenten must is New England's Passion Play, "The Christus". certain air of
O'Casey lived in Dublin during the
record.
could
There will be six performances starting Feb. 27th at New England
and
wrote
Revolt
the play about the people around
Mutual Hall. Written by a local priest, "The Christus" tells the story
It is by no means his greatest play, and would
of the life and death of Christ. Included in the cast are Ed Toomey him.
and Tom Galvin (A&S '60), Joe Bondi (CBA '59) and John Milan be better classified as mediocre O'Casey. However,
even mediocre O'Casey is several degrees better than
(A&S '62).
some playwrights' best.
and
"Juno" is still in its pre-Broadway run at the Shubert
O'Casey's "Shadow of a Gunman" continues at the Charles Playhouse.
As a character study of cowardness and failure
Play prospects seem brighter each week. Plan now to see: The Shadow of a Gunman is superior; as a play it is deIrish Players in "The Playboy of the Western World" opening Feb. fective. It lacks a unity of form; the first act is a
24th at the Little Opera House
At the Wilbur Theater on March ;omedy, and the second act borders on the melo3rd, "Six Characters in Search of an Author" will open an 18-week dramatic.
season of Repertory Boston. During the first month "Six Characters"
The love of Donal Davoren's, a poet whom the
will alternate with "The Importance of Being Earnest". Subscriptions
neighbors believe to be a gunman, is never clearly
and Mail Orders are now being accepted.
developed. This lessens the shock of the ending. If
Donal
had shown more love for Millie, his cowardMUSIC:
ness at the end would be emphasized.
Verdi's "Macbeth" can be heard in its premiere broadcast by the
Metropolitan Opera on CBS radio. Here in Boston tune in WEEI (590
The version currently at the Charles Playhouse is
kc.) at 2 P.M.
Bojoerling, the Danish tenor, will appear at Sym- a theatrically exciting production. The actors bring
The Alumni Chorus of the New the O'Casey character to life in all their glory and
phony Hall, Sunday at 3 o'clock.
England Conservatory will present a free concert in Jordan Hall on roguishness. The presentation has been directed for
Tuesday night, Feb. 24th, at 8:30.
all the comedy values in it. The first act emerges as
a genuine delight notably because of the performance
of Edward Finnegan. In the second act the actors
MOVIES
"Pather Panchali" is the prize-winning Indian film that is now at seem a bit confused as to whether the scene is funny
the Exeter
Another film based on a popular play is now at the or tragic. This is partially the fault of the play; but
Loew's State. "Separate Tables" stars Rita Hayworth, David Niven, if the director was most definitive at that point, the
"Stranger in My Arms" is the act would seem a more compact unit. A little too
Deborah Kerr, and Burt Lancaster.
story of a millionaire in search of a wife. Jeff Chandler and June Ally- much of the comedy on the second act was lost because of this confusion, thus making the ending less
son play the lead roles in this love story at the Metropolitan.
forceful. If the entire play was comedy until the
death of Millie, it would be much more meaningful
NOTES OF INTEREST:
and cause the audience to realize O'Casey had been
Looking for something to do on a Friday night? The Campus Club, building them up with comedy to stun them with the
"A Night Club especially for BC students", is just outside Dedham ending.
Ctr., off Rte. 135, on Churchill Place. There is no admission and Terry
MacDonald's orchestra plays for dancing.
As Donal, poet, coward and failure, John HefferThe German Academy announces that according to their tentative nan gives an uneven performance. At times he beplans, Dr. Biddle from BU will give a slide lecture on Excavations in comes inarticulate and relies too heavily on his motions. His Donal was moving and powerful when he
Rome.
wasn't hampered by his exaggerated mannerisms.
Congratulations to the newly engaged: Claire Malis (Nursing '59)
and Paul Kingston (A&S '58); Robert Manzelli (CBA '59) and Barbara
Mary Weed's Millie Powell was guilty of the same
West; and Donald Tosi (CBA '60) and Linda Lee.
mannerisms. She was attractive and vivacious as the
Best wishes to Leon Bennett and his bride, the former Carol young girl in love with the shadow of a gunman.
Harris.
Judge Springer turned out to be a fine comic after
We made an error last week in announcing the engagement of
Carol Garibaldi (Ed. '59). Her fiance is Bill Burchill, not Bill Burch as a serious role in "Iceman Cometh". His Shields, the
pedlar, was hilarious, and, at the end, pitiable.
we reported.
The professional sports scene is very quiet for the moment as the
As mentioned earlier, Edward Finnegan gave a
Ice Follies hold sway at the Garden
The only chance to see the
performance as the prim and proper Mr.
virtuoso
locals in action is next Friday afternoon when the Celtics meet the
Gallagher. Stanley Young gave a controlled perLakers in a matinee encounter, preceded by a game featuring the formance
as the drunken Adolphus Grigson. Edward
Harlem Magicians.
Zang portrayed another drunk in a fierce but timorous
Our own basketball Eagles meet the University of Detroit this sort
of way. The rest of the cast was highly comevening at Roberts Center and Boston University on Monday night.
petent, especially John Coe as a grouchy old landR.P.I,
After a trip to
tomorrow afternoon, the hockey Forces tangle lord.
with B.U. on Wednesday night at McHugh Forum in their rubber meetThe set by Robert Skinner was functional and aping. Get your tickets early for this one as it's sure to be a thriller.
propriate. The lighting and costumes could have been
better. The lighting was uneven, and Millie's costume
was not very attractive. Since the lines refer to her
beautiful clothes, it would have been better had we
seen some.
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The initiation of the Dialogue Mass on campus
has offered the opportunity for everyone to actively
participate in the responses and thereby share in
the abundance of graces which flow from the Holy
Sacrifice. The exhortation in the Preface: "Sursum
corda"?("Lift up your hearts") is responded to by
the Faithful: "Habemus ad Dominum" ("We lift
them up unto the Lord"). What better way is there
for us as members of the Mystical Body to carry
out these words than through unity in the liturgyparticipation in the Dialogue Mass. Our very salvation rested on the sacrifice at Calvary, a sacrifice
which is repeated daily for the Faithful in the Mass.
What kind of a spiritual awakening do we need to
see the value and benefit of daily Mass, especially
during Lent? There is hardly a valid excuse with
three Masses being offered at convenient times right
here on the campus.

As a Prologue to the play, five members of the
company presented a reading of O'Casey's autobiography, Mirror in My House, concerning the feelings

of the residents of the Dublin slums during the terror
of the Black and Tan raids. The cast gave a quietly
effective performance and the words of O'Casey flower
from their lips with effortless precision. Edward Zang
was superior as the voice of O'Casey.
Although not the best production offered at the
Charles Playhouse, Shadow of a Gunman has a distinction which makes it appealing and well worth
seeing.
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INTELLECTUAL ISOLATIONISM

In an age such as ours of a
"shrinking world," it is indeed surprising to see the fears and apathy
"The future of this university simply not producing scholars. of B. C. students as regards study
rests in its Graduate School. For There are more and more European in Europe. The great men of our
the duty of Catholic institutions is professors teaching in our universi- time from Nehru to Churchill
the preparation of a Catholic in- ties. This is a tacit admittance of warn that the era of the national
inferiority. By contrast, there are state is over
men must move
tellectual elite."
Sumberg,
Dr. Lewis A.
Assistant no major chairs being held by out of their own individual shells
Professor of Modern Languages, Americans in France, at least, and and join in the higher synthesis of
holds his A. B. from Albany State I suspect not in all Europe. Euro- all men. And this means not only
Teachers College and during his pean professors in our universities breaking down trade and political

By GENE

MULCAHY

?

five years in France earned his
Docteur d'Universite from the University of Paris. The preparation
of students for study in the best
graduate schools is his great pre-

will show

us

the way towards the barriers, but also the destruction of
"my country" idea which turns a
free man into a narrow-minded

production of an intellectual elite."
The Honors Programs at Boston
College and in other universities in
America, are heralded by Dr. Sumberg as a "stride in the right

provincial.
At present, the most formidable
methodof increasing an individual's
occupation.
outlook is through foreign study;
Dr. Sumberg foresees the con- direction." Such programs, he be- for B. C. undergrads, Junior Year
tinued devaluation of A.8., M.A., lieves, give impetus to graduate Abroad.
and even Ph.D. degrees. The result school study and to the creation of
It is not, I grant, easy to pull up
will be the creation of more institu- American super-degrees.
one's
roots
to
tions such as The Institute of Ad"We cannot remain blind to the a different and transplant them
soil
a soil where the
vanced Study at Princeton and the fact that Russian education is on a plumbing might
not be as good as
high level. Two years ago we
Pontifical Institute at Toronto.
America,
in
but
a
soil much richer
joked about the absurd claims of
in those things which make life
Russian inventors. Today we need human.
It is a strange place inonly to look at the scientific picdeed,
where
a Frenchman may bea
ture for
testament to Russian
professional
?

intellectual, or
come a
an Italian, receives at the age of
17, a lizene liceale, equivalent to
the American stage of two years
of college, a place where the Gerstudying English."
mans delight in calling themselves
"Advancements such as the "the people of poets and thinkers"
Language Laboratory at Boston
College give encouragement. The
Laboratory will be of particular
benefit to the talented student. He
will have the facilities at his disposal in his leisure time."
The capacity in which Dr. Sumberg is known by most Boston College students, is 'that of Director
of the Boston College Film Society.
Last week there occurred one of
This unique program has developed the many Church vs. State inpersonal
supervision
under his
and cidents which seem destined to
inspiration into one of the most plague
despite ecpopular activities on campus. The umenicalthis countryMassachusetts
action. The
more
Society
performs
Film
a far
branch of the Civil Liberties Union
important function than merely en- protested the
use of public school
tertainment.
facilities by Catholic children in
"The Film Program gives the Holyoke and they threatened court
university tremendous prestige,
action. Faced with the united opmaking those outside our gates, position
of Holyoke residents, the
aware of everything intellectual at CLU backed down and the storm
B. C. Eminent educators from the was
over within a few days.
area have attended our programs
But once again it was evident
and have been influenced by the
that the civil liberties champions
intelligent approach at B. C. Next
not
are basically anti-Catholic
year's films will attempt to follow doctrinally,
but
with
nineteenth
academic reading-lists more closely, century Protestant fears and
thus being more of a benefit to present day Blanshardian hysteria.
our students.
The Holyoke incident involved
"Films can provide a valuable some 800 children who were evicted
asset to education. Shakespeare from the unsafe Mater Dolorosa
never saw Henry V as we shall see school. Those that could not be reit. No doubt, if it had been pos- located in other parochial schools
sible, Shakespeare would have were housed by the public schools.
written for films. Films are an They were received with these proart form."
that the diocese pay for
visions
Dr. Sumberg maintains a unique- their transportation, that they have
ly vital interest in the university, their own teachers in separate
its students and the advancement classrooms. This made the Catholic
of education.
children tenants in the public
schools with no connection other
than common use of the same

education. It is a fact that, for
every one American student engaged in the study of Russian,
there are ten Russian students

rather than the heralds of an industrial age.
It is typical of the B. C. mentality to offer such feeble excuses
as "I can't miss Junior Week," or
"American schools are as good as
any." This is the mentality of the
provincial, the lethargic American
whose chauvinism blinds him to
everything of value outside of his

Again, there may be fears over
religion. We in America hear of
"Italy
largest Communist Party
outside the Iron Curtain"; we listen
to rumblings of the "Gallican
Heresy." But not even in the B. C.
catalogue do we find advice as is
in the bulletin for Spain's University of St. Paul: "Visit (Christ in
the Blessed Sacrament) frequently
own minute milieu. Perhaps there as your best friend, as your only
are fears concerning graduate Master." While no U. S. students
study among science students, un- have ever held rallies for the Comfounded fears, but still present in munists, no more have they
those who obstinately refuse to marched by the thousands to a
investigate anything. Why do they shrine as do the Students of the
not see that most of the leading University of Paris to Our Lady of
scientists in the U. S. today, from Chartres each year. As regards
Edmund Teller to Werner Yon Italy's Communist Party, I think
Braun have been educated in Eu- the answers were seen in THE
rope? Is the fact hidden that LITTLE WORLD OF DON CAMscientists of the stature of Fermi ILLO.
and Einstein received Continental
There are, then, no real reasons
schooling?
why a student who is doing B work
Of course, going over to Europe academically and is financially able
for a year involves separation from should not go to Europe for his
family and friends. For the emo- junior year. The Student Senate is
tionally immature this is indeed a at present seeking means to bring
stumbling block; but I think that foreign students to B. C. to provide
if a person has reached the age of an exchange of ideas. Under the
nineteen or twenty
and is still same token, they should be eager
unable to part from people and to encourage foreign study by B. C.
things for a higher good, something undergraduates. Then, perhaps,
is wrong in his sense of values. B. C. can become a true meeting
He has no right to a college place of ideas from all over the
diploma.
world.

By Brian

Papist,

A. SUMBERG

"In European universities, dethe Doctorate are
available for the exceptionally
gifted. In America also, we can
hope that our universities will call
together individuals with proven
proficiency in their fields. Eventually, we can expect a Medieval
Institute. The extension of opportunity for background and study
of the Western Middle Ages was a
project near and dear to the hearts
of the late Pontiffs."
"The attitude toward learning in
grees beyond

America,"says Mr. Sumberg,
"must undergo a re-appraisal." He
calls for a higher standard on the
college level, thus forcing public
schools to higher their academic
standards. For a proper attitude
must be nurtured from early years.
Too often the "College Days" are
too late for the cultivation of
scholarship.
European educators hold our
educational system in low regard.
Yet Dr. Sumberg feels that the
most encouraging light on the dismal path is that we are beginning
to realize our status. "We are

?

?

Letter
Dear Sir:
The editorial board of the
"Heights" proved itself more insipid than usual last week with the
appearance of John J. Maguire's
egotistic review of the COSMOS.
The very title, "Cosmos Con-

sidered", echoes noble condescension
on the part of Mr. Maguire, and
leaves the reader with great expectations that the COSMOS may,
at the leisure of the critic, be given
a second chance.
In brief, Mr. Maguire based his
censures on what he felt to be an
inadequate and superficial presentation of the subject matter.
Such a format, he asserts, cannot
but fail to realize the three-fold
purpose of the Cosmos as stated in
its preface.
I cannot help but feel that Mr.
Maguire has oversimplified the
critical method and rendered us a
somewhat lopsided and immature
criticism born of a long-remembered high-school formula for the
evaluation of literature. It was the
three least technical of the articles
which to some degree escaped the
boom of Mr. Maguire's wrath, the
logical implication being that he
may not have understood the other
nine. The explanation for this lack
of understanding is obscure since
the scientific knowledge presupposed by any one of the articles is

building.
According to the CLU, "Providing housing for a church private
no more copius (sic) than what school without charge is a violation
one may obtain through a weekly of the federal and Massachusetts
reading of the science section in constitution which provides that no
public money or property may be
Time magazine.
It certainly was not the aim of used to help any school where
the Cosmos to supply the entire denominationaldoctrine is taught."
student body with a detailed text With this letter of the CLU they
for the whole of physical and na- showed once again that there are
tural science, but rather to illus- two things which the CLU can't
trate general principles and stand
bigots and Catholics.
methods in scientific progress. Their stand is, to put it bluntly,
With this in mind, even the most ignorant prejudice. And this seems
intellectually inept should be aware to be their one blind spot for they
that limitations and terminology in have done great service in fighting
science increase proportionately. bigotry in its various forms. They
Had any of the authors limited his have sought equality for all our
subject to the extent implicitly de- citizens. But they blanch at the
sired by Mr. Maguire, and under- thought of a Church which exerts a
standing on the inter-departmental real authority over her members.
level even among the science stu- They see the Church as a vast
dents wouldhave been reached only proselytizing pressure group which
with considerable difficulty, not to is under the influence of a foreign
mentionthe confusion and resultant power. That the Church is a
disinterest on the part of the non- pressure group is praise indeed, for
?

science students. The articles were
of sufficient clarity to enable an
interested student to reasonably
and methodically investigate the
subjects treated therein if he
should wish to do so.
Certainly the Cosmos has come
nearer to accomplishing its aims
than Mr. Maguire would have us
think with only three of twelve
articles saved from the intellectual
rubbish heap. The new journal has
shown that it will present scientific

subject matter to the student body
in an interesting, clear, and adequate manner.
Sincerely yours,

James F. Chambliss, Jr.
A&S '59

Ed. Note:
The title "Cosmos Considered"
was not chosen by Mr. Maguire,

?
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Civil Liberties

DR. LEWIS

Arlotto

Go Home

McNiff

the CLU exists solely for the purpose of exerting pressure on legislatures, governors, school boards,
or whoever they feel has the most
need of pressure.

The officials of Holyoke, while
admitting that they might be
violating the letter of Massachusetts law, denied they had violated
the spirit thereof. This opinion was
One of the CLU's main targets supported by the CLU's decision
has been the inequality under not to attempt court action. The
which the Negro in this country is CLU's insistence on observance of
forced to live. They have deplored the letter of the law to the detrithe recent actions in Arkansas and ment of any spirit entailed in such
Virginia where die-hard segrega- a law was made foolish in the light
tionists have closed the schools of a news story which ran concurrather than integrate them. But in rently with the Holyoke story. Acseeking to turn 800 children out of cording to a police official, the
the Holyoke schools they are no "letter" of a 1699 Massachusetts
different from Orval Faubus. They law allows prostitutes a three
have abandoned their right to be month immunity from police intercalled champions of civil liberties ference. There are times when the
because they have forgotten that letter of the law must bow to the
these civil liberties are the birth- higher justice of the spirit.
right of all men
Negro and
The view of the CLU toward
?

white, Catholic and Protestant,
Arkansan and Bay Stater. Civil
liberty is a package deal and its
alternative is bigotry and op-

pression.

These comments do not mean to
imply that Catholics are merely
the recipients of bigotry. Many of
our co-religionists, clergy and laity
alike, have made of bigotry a fine
art which makes the CLU's attitude
seem like a case of passing pique.
Faced with bigotry, some Catholics
apply their own warped version of
"Do unto others
the Golden Rule
before they do unto you." Only
when we (following Pope John's
example) treat others with respect
and tolerance can we expect to be
repaid in kind.
The reaction of Holyoke's Mayor
Resnic (a Jew, incidentally) and
the people of the city is encouraging. They acted out of courtesy
?

and kindness without consideration
of questions of Church and State,
toward the children who were deprived of their educational facilities. They felt that an education
was more important to those
children than the preservation of
the religious "sanctity" of the
public schools.
The mayor threw an interesting
sidelight on the controversy when
he said, "The cost would have been
tremendous if the city had been required to absorb the children in the
public school system." Perhaps the
non-Catholic parents of Holyoke
realized this when they accepted
the presence of parochial classes in
public schools. If it should ever
happen that the parochial school
children in this country were
"dumped" into the public school
system the CLU would be the first
to scream bloody murder. There
are times when pressure groups
are not only a bother but a positive

but by the features editors who
had no intention of evaluating the
Cosmos.
nuisance.

relations between the Catholic
Church and the State, specifically
the United States, has not changed
from that of the Know-Nothings of
the middle nineteenth century.
They feel that, if given the opportunity, Catholics would -make the
entire country subservientto Rome.
They hold this view despite the repeated statements of the Popes and
the American bishops to the
contrary. Their attitude is as inbred and stubborn as the Souths
attitude toward the Negro, with
this difference
the Southerners
seldom try to convince others that
in their treatment of the Negro
they are acting as champions of
civil rights.
If the CLU thinks that Catholic
toleration is a recent development
necessitated by the fact that Catholics are in the minority and are
trying to gain "respectability" in
various fields (Sen. Kennedy et.
al.) they might ponder these remarks which come from a com?

mentary on Papal pronouncements:

"If the Catholics were tomorrow
the 'Imperial race' in these kingdoms they would not use political
power to molest the divided and
hereditary religious state of the
people. We would not shut one of
their Churches, or Colleges, or
Schools. They would have the same
liberties we enjoy as a minority."
This response was written back
in 1875 by Henry Cardinal Manning
of England when this question of
Church and State was raised by
Prime Minister Gladstone.
And 84 years later the CLU acts
as if they never heard of this statement of the Church nor those which
preceded and followed it. Perhaps
they themselves need a scapegoat
even as they work to remove the
burden of the scapegoat from other
individuals and groups.

6
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Marley?s Ghost

by Ed Hurley

An Old Chestnut

The beginning of the second semester inevitably results in a student frame of mind similar to the
start of the new year. Foremost of
new resolves is the desire to save
one's cuts for those spring days
soon to arrive. Technically, no such
thing as a "cut" even exists at

8.C., and while the administration
grants credit to a student who has

absented himselffrom classes totalling less than twice the number of
credits alloted to that course, the
University General Catalogue still
maintains that "attendance at all
classes is obligatory."
Comparisons with the University
across the Charles irk many with
their frequency; nevertheless, we
see at Harvard a cut system directly opposed to that of B.C. Both
systems appear to be workable, as
is evidenced by their present and
long-standing existence, but the
seeming paradox thus presented
provokes much thought as to the
worth, bad points, and advantages
of the various systems. The purpose of this article is to examine
the academic attendance regulations as set forth by various
schools, colleges, and universities
across the country and to determine which variation of these
would best serve Boston College.
Hopscotching around the nation,
we see at Cornell (9,534 students,
co-ed, privately-owned), for instance, that there are no basic
regulations concerning attendance.
There is, however, an unwritten
law that a student may take as
many cuts in a class as he receives
credit hours per semester. Thus, in
a three-hour course, he may take
three cuts. At the University of
Notre Dame (4,880, male, Catholic) the same rule applies, with
the notable exception that undergraduates of the three upper
classes who are on the Dean's List
are absolved from their observance.
Princeton (2,900, male, private)
goes this one better by freeing all
upperclassmen from regulations
concerning class attendance. Underclassmen, however, are to attend
all their classes, but are permitted a total of twenty class absences per semester. Clemson
(2,461, male, state) allows four
unexcused absences per subject
each semester to freshmen and

sophomores, eight to juniors and
seniors. At Holy Cross, (1,841, male,
Catholic), our neighbors down the
pike, attendance at all class exercises is obligatory. Absence from
class is tolerated only in the event
of illness, representation of the
College in a major extra-curricular
activity or family obligations. Cumulative absences for any reason

%T7
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totalling more than 15% in any regular course of instruction results in
loss of academic credit for the
course. There is no distinction between "excused" and "unexcused"
absences. The University of Vermont (2,644, co-ed, state) adopts a
vague policy in which it claims
that there is no University cut system while simultaneously recommending that students are to be
reported to the Dean if they have

three consecutive class absences.
Texas A&M (6,106, male, state)
executes a similar policy.
It is intriguing to note that regulations concerning dress vary di-

rectly as the stringency of rules
regarding attendance. Of the seven

aforementioned schools, Princeton,
which has the most lax policy, has
no regulations at all concerning
undergraduate dress. There is no
evidence, on the other hand, that
Princeton does not dress as well as
the more strict B.C. or vice-versa.
Popular sentiment here on the
campus is strongly divided. Among
some of the more noteworthy
"If a college is really proud of
its courses, there is no need for a
restricted cut system."?J. G.
"The present system is ideally
adequate. Any unlimited cut system would mean a lack of students
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sit close to the platform.
The chief glory of G-305, is, of
course, the ceiling, which is so
bizarre as to be spell-binding.
When weary of lectures, the tired
student need only gaze heavenward
and he has a selection of languages
to play mental games with. Facing
forwards, he can read of rhetoric
in French, Latin or Italian; facing
rearwards, Greek, English and
Latin are available (this series of
quotes sees less use). If the student feels sad that day he may
look upon Webster's or Cicero's
portraits on the ceiling, and be
cheered by the fact that he is at
least alive. If he feels inordinately
happy for his class's subject matter he may look upon Fr. Fulton's
unflattering portrait on the right
wall and will be immediately rendered ordinately bleak.
Truly, G-305 is a room which
should be conserved, for it has the
unutilitarian and frivolous nature
which makes a human product
stand out from a machine's. It is
a friend of students, it is "all
things to all men."
It is a good room; it is worthy
of a pilgrimage.

By John F. Flynn

AP
nmIerica aris

Silver skyscraper and jazz bands
the young mariner of eleven
days. The Old World is opening its
heart to the wanderer, to the bon
sauvage. This is the adumbration
of what one will encounter in the
rest of Europe. Europe would manifest the vigor, the celerity, and
the drive of the assembly line. But
it would blend this ceaseless activity with the leisure, the art, and
the imagination of the young idealist.
Paris without a doubt is the
proper vintage. It is dedicated to
the horizontal and the vertical
movements of man. Man's recognition of his own dignity is readily
observed. The Place dc la Concorde, the Louvre, the Hotel dcs
Involides vividly portray this appreciation. Magnificent Notre
Dame, unassuming Saint Germain,
and domineering Sacre Coeur give
witness to the vertical. The leisure
and the majesty of the Divine are
intimately linked with the ingenuity and travail of man in the
gentle flowing of the Seine. Its
grey glistening surface reflects
of Boston College undergraduates the triumph of Notre Dame amidst
with a program they perhaps are, the simple beauty of verdant trees.
or are not, capable of handling.
Students constantly employ the

?-

lege as a scoutmaster-and-scoutare-pals relationship, because it
raises the teacher about six inches
higher than the pupils, but this
fact has caused few student riots.
On the right-hand wall over the
door is a triumph to the nineteenth
century's unquenchable optimism

by D.B. McKeon

Junior Year Abroad

from the action of a few. Present
policy offers protection from this."
?N. M.
"By college age, a student should
know what he's doing. If he wants
to slit his throat by too many cuts,
it's his business. It's his own
money he's wasting."?G. D.
A survey taken by this writer
indicates that the majority of B.C.
students do not favor unlimited
cutting. The point does arise, however, that if the academic regulations pertaining to attendance were
set up by the administration as a
check on students, and if that same
administration allows Scholars of
the College to absent themselves
from class because of their demonstrated maturity, then why not allow leniency in attendance of a
lesser degree to B.C. Honors Program students, upperclassmen, and
members of the Dean's List in the
same way that Clemson, Notre
Dame, etc., have done? Such a
policy would be beneficial by its
reciprocal nature, provide incentive for harder study, and gradually serve to acquaint the remainder

~??

feature has horrified, of course,
many educators who look upon col-

and unbounded faith in their own
This room, G-305, because of its architectural skill. In keeping with
peculiar visual and auditory qual- the debating functions of the room,
ities, has been particularly suited the right wall has a listing of
for sedative classes, while its extra- Prize Debaters, from 1894 to 1954,
curricular life has been devoted to with spaces reserved for all the
public speaking. Thus it is that it winners until the year 2104. Such
is tied up inextricably with the de- complete, captivating confidence!
bating societies. Outside the room When Gasson Hall does finally fall
is a sign: Fulton Deb. Soc; this down, we propose that this panel
sign is like the "Marley" in be put into a new setting until the
"Scrooge and Marley" for the Ful- purpose of the original builders be
ton Society is dead seven months. achieved
the listing of Prize
Until very recently, one entering Debaters for 210 years.
G-305 for the first time, would see
As a lecture room G-305 is
almost nothing, for the lighting rather bad acoustically. At the
was quiet and subdued. Today rear listeners either cannot hear
harsh fluorescent lamps destroy platform speaker or else his voice
this soothing effect, but the other engulfs them. Many students have
charms remain.
chosen their class seats on this
In the front of the room stands basis. It does not bother the dethe desk on a raised platform. This baters, though, for they can all

at 9:00 a.m. classes."?T. A.
"Some students at B.C. are not
mature enough to enjoy such freedom. The majority would suffer

jilt-

305

?

quotes:

-

?

ing.

SMOOTH SHAVEi~.
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Gee

Back in the days when Gasson
Hall was a-building, some one of
its architects, appalled, no doubt,
by the soulless and austerely functional (by nineteenth century
standards, at least) character of
the classrooms, drew in the plans
a room embodying all the useless
and charming extras missing in the
other classrooms of the new build-
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bridges and quays to enter the
Left Bank, and the Quartier Latin,
and wend their way to the Sorbonne and the Cafe dc Fleurs. Two
winding alleys, where once Voltaire had trod, and the breath of
Boulevard Saint Michel, brings a
would-be student to school.
The normal student, caught up
in the fervor of this metropolis,
finds no difficulty fitting in two
hours of daily class for two or
three months during the summer
to master the language. The visitor
learns rapidly. He begins to understand the hotel manager, the
cinema, the people chatting away
in the cafes, and his newly acquired friends. The acquisition of
French becomes a pleasure, and is
viewed as a Voie Royale. Le Monde
will be soon digested and the debate begins. Sartre and Marcel
present their ideas in the forum.
The aspiring intellectual will try
to resolve these ponderings, by ancient Saint Germain-des-Pres. This
early Gothic edifice incarnates the
spirit of Cardinal Suhard, who
urged the Christians to synthesize
the new order with the mystical
body.

Unfortunately the new inhabitant had to leave. Louvain, a cob-

blestoned town, awaits the student.
Warmth and friendliness unite
this city in the fulfilment of its
single purpose?the well-being of
the University. The seventh of October marks the beginning of the
University's official program.
Philosophy and History are presented and digested in an ordered
fashion. One must only evoke the
memories of Erasmus, Jansenius,
and Mercier, to maintain a high
tradition of scholarship. Students
are encouraged to work. A young
American is not at all lost. Professors are eager to make his acquaintance. They readily advise
and assist in orientating the student in any bibliographical material for necessary term papers.
The problems encountered by the
Junior Year abroad student are
well assessed; personal meetings
with professors make up for any
deficiencies. The goal of all endeavors remains the acquisition of
truth. The modern Flemish Baroque library serves this purpose
well. A thousand-seat main reading room, twenty thousand volumes
on open shelves, and one million
volumes in all, provide the instruments for excellent academic research.
A quick reading of Belgium's

New York Times, Le Libre Belgique provides the matter for student conversations. The instability

the French government, l'Algerie, the Belgian Congo, American imperialism, Little Rock, Sputof

nik, and the adventures of Tin Tin,
(a popular comic character whose
works abound in every Belgian
home) are discussed. The students,
in their outward appearance, vary
from being very shy, when encountering their female classmates,
to being very audacious, when confronted by a local gendarme. Very
distinguished Belgian lawyers recount with pride their tossing of
policemen into the river Wyle. In
May of 1958, the students of Louvain stoned the Socialist Prime
Minister, who delivered a political
discourse against their Catholic
party.

Belgian friends display boundless hospitality in inviting Americans to their homes in Bruxelles,
Ghent, or Antwerp. Occasional
sorties to Paris are a part of student life. To see Paris react to
emergency decrees, to be one of
millions who hail General dc Gaulle
and the Fifth Republic and to even
suffer blows during a Communist
riot, are worthwhile remembrances. Elegant debutante parties,
characterized by a passion for jazz,
furnish ample social life. Yachting on the North Sea, and automobile rides through the countryside,
enable the American to complete
his picture of Belgium.
Serious work coupled with amusement and distraction harmoniously blend in Europe. The student
life is active. Its vitality permeates
all endeavors whether scholastic,
social, or family. Europe, it seems,
is working out a master plan,
which will replace the out-of-date
and adapt the efficient, but retain
the wealth of the past for a fruitful dialogue with the present. This
desire takes hold even of the foreigner who spent three months in
Hamburg, Germany, to learn German. German comes quickly. And
just as rapidly comes an appreciation of German culture and language. The Hamburg Staatsoper,
the Schiller Playhouse in Berlin,
the Mozart Festival in Salzburg,
and Schonbrunn in Vienna, possess life and significance.
It is a fitting end when the voyager departs from le Havre. For
the last glimpse of Europe is a
hazy outline of rectangular skyscrapers. One can not avoid but
feeling a certain intimate union
with these structures. Is it not
the modern which provides the
means for this odyssey? As the
Flandre, heads out into the English Channel, the passenger quietly
mingles with his fellow Americans.
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P
A. arsimony UPCOMING

In Evidence

the whole Eagle athletic setup as
well. Gone are the days when a
team is required to troup 800 miles
by bus when such modern means
of transportation are at their disposal.

couldn't the A.A. have
reached deep into their pockets
and come up with the amount of
money needed to send a first rate
hockey team to their games in first
rate style. Well, if they do not
worry about victories why should
we?
Why

There comes a time in every
man's life when he must bring
himself out of the stands and place
himself in the ring of controversy.
For four years I have stood by and
watched the Boston College A.A.
refuse to spend any money for the
comfort or well being of their
charges.

Treated Roughly
The recent upper state New York
massacre suffered by the Eagle
hockey team brings me to a point
of indignation toward the treatment that the fine representatives
of Boston College have received
thus far this season.

Scoring:
Player
Billy Daley

GAMES:

By TOM HUGHES

TOM HUGHES

HOCKEY STATISTICS

Hoop Team Suffers
To parallel the hockey team's
misfortune, we might mention that
the basketball team traveled to

__

A TPts. BC
13
26 BC
13
26 BC
Ron Walsh
4
24
Tommy Martin
28 BC
11
Owen Hughes
11 22 BC
Bob Leonard
9
12 21 BC
14
16 BC
Capt. Joe Jangro.... 2
Jack Cusack
8
7
15 BC
8
16 BC
Dave Pergola
8
Ed Smith
7
8
15 BC
3
John Madden
5
8 BC
Don O'Neill
7
3
10 BC
Bob Famiglietti ...... 3
3
6 BC
Bob Boyle
2
3
B BC
Bill Balcom
Oil BC
Jim Logue
Oil BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

-HOCKEYFeb. 25, B. U.
Feb. 28, Providence
Mar. 3, Dartmouth
-BASKETBALLFeb. 20, U. of Detroit
Feb. 23, B. U.

G
15
13

3

3
7
6

6
2

10
0
7
8
7

3
1
6
6

..._.

3
8
7
2
4

Results: Won 14, Lost 6
1
Harvard
2
Brown
Vale
3
Princeton
3
St. Lawrence
5 (ovt.)
Clarkson
6
R. P. I.
5
Michigan State
6
Providence
2
2
Northeastern
Brown
5
Harvard
2 (ovt.)
Boston Univ.
5
Colby
3
4
Harvard
Dartmouth
4
4
Army
Boston Univ.
4
Clarkson
7
6
St. Lawrence

Buffalo a while in limousines. But

to add insult to injury, eight passengers were crammed into a car
that normally holds seven people.
Needless to say the Eagles dropped
the game to St. Bonaventure.

I regret
ment, but
maybe a
raised to
travel for
tives.
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placing myself in judgit is generally felt that
little money could be
allow proper means of
our athletic representa-
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Riding on the crest of a 15-3
record, the Eagle six traveled to
Clarkson and St. Lawrence looking for at least one victory to all
but assure them of a berth in the
N.C.A.A. hockey tourney to be
held at Troy, New York. I feel that
this chance was virtually taken
from them by the Silas Marner
type spending of the A.A. I am
not grasping for straws when I
say that if it were not for a twenty hour bus ride and a total of 800
miles involved in the New York
trip, the Kellymen would have
rendered a better account of their
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hockey prowess.

CHUCK CHEVALIER: One of
No Air Travel
the Uncomfortable Eight.
why
What I fail to understandis
this team was not provided with
a plane ride. If the said air trip
was arranged for them there is no \u2666
"Twixt optimist and pessimist the difference is droll: The
doubt that the club would have f optimist sees the doughnut, the pessimist, the hole."
brought home their deserved place
in the N.C.A.A. picture, but such \u26 6
was not the case, instead two
You've never enjoyed a meal so much as the one you'll eat at
crushing defeats were incurred Y Pieroni's Restaurants! Luscious steaks, chops and sea food.
T Moderate prices, too. And, when your family or date comes for a
y visit, make reservations at Pieroni's Hotel, 7 Park Square. Newly
air cond. rooms with bath, radio, TV and maid service.
4A furnished
Suite arrangements. Reasonable rates. Author of the quote:
\u25b2 McLandburg Wilson.

1

I Who Said It?
You'll Say!

\u26 6 PIERONI'S RESTAURANTS, 601 Wash. St.
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Have you a date for the Weekend?
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BILL DALEY: More lumps
on Bus than in game.
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DEDH AM, MASS.
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Ballroom Dancing Saturday Evenings.
Couples only.
Larry Cooper's Orchestra.
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If you really want to treat them right bring them
to Hotel 128 for luncheon or dinner. Dining Room
open 12 to 2 and 6to 9 p.m.; Sundays 12 to 9 p.m.
Coffee Shop 7 a.m. to midnight.

which gave little indication of the
strength of Boston College.
Bad Accommodations
It is obvious that the A.A. is defeating their own purpose when
they fail to provide adequate
means of travel. The defeats make
not just the hockey look bad but

dance or are

parents or friends visiting?

NEW! CONVENIENT! MODERN!
Complete hotel facilities. 101 bedrooms, single from $8,
double from $11. Free Parking.

I

D. KENT EATON, JR., General Manager
For information and reservation
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EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper
flick off your mistakes on Eaton's
Bond.
Make a pass with a pencil eraser and
Corrasable
typing errors are gone?like magic?no error evidence
left. Corrasable has an exceptional surface? erases
without a trace. Once does it?there's no need to
retype. Saves time; money, too. The perfect paper for
It's easy

to

perfection?erasable Corrasable.
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Eaton's Corrasable Bond is
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heavy weights and onion /
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sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. A /Tyb
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EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

Liberty 2-1929

Made only by Eaton
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Eagles Fall In
UpeNT
r.Y our
With visions of the B.U. victory
before them the B.C. hockey team
traveled north last weekend in
what proved to be a futile attempt
to establish their hockey supremacy in the East, as Clarkson and
St. Lawrence combined on_successive evenings, to dampen any hopes

By

P.J. McLAUGHLIN

to Clarkson who regained their
prominent position and probably
sealed up an NCAA bid.
The news of their momentary
enthronement must have travelled
fast as Clarkson's Golden Knights

JACK CUSACK
of an NCAA playoff berth for the
Maroon and Gold. Ranked number
one in the East by Hub hockey
writers over Clarkson, who had
held the position since December,
B.C. tumbled to the tune of 7-2,
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ond period began and so did the
blitz against B.C. Clarkson, playing what seemed like inspired
hockey, came on to bomb Goalie
Logue with four more tallies, completely wrecking the vaunted defense of B.C. The one ray of light
in this stanza came on a Martin
to Jangro to Martin break-away
when, at the fourteen minute mark,
the talented redhead hit the corner
of the net for his fourth goal of
the year. In the third period B.C.
scored once again, but couldn't
match the overall strength of
Clarkson's three rather potent and
powerful lines.
This loss was a severe blow to
the Eagles. With three solid victories behind them and a 15-3 record, they seemed to be riding
what could have been a prolonged
winning streak.
The second setback of this road
trip was suffered in Canton, N.Y.,
at the hands of St. Lawrence, the
only sextet to defeat Clarkson (a
6-5 squeaker in overtime). Paced
by Sophomore Center Terry Slater
and his hat trick, the Eagles were
downed 6-4. A capacity crowd of
3800 turned out for the event despite heavy snows and saw the
home towners salt away a 4-1 lead
in the first period. The score
mounted to 5-1 in the second period
before the Eagles could generate
any offensive attack, with Don
O'Neil scoring twice and Jack Cusack once for the Maroon and Gold.
Slater's three goals were too much
to overcome, however, and B.C.
suffered a second loss in successive

set a blazing first period pace,
combining a rather potent power
play with fast aggressive skating,
and before the buzzer sounded for nights on their swing through
the end of the period, B.C. was a Northern New York. The Eagles
long three goals behind. The sec- now stand at 15-5 for the season.
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Martin Holds
Down Defense
By DON BYRNE

Much of the totally unexpected success of this year's youthful
Boston College hockey team can be attributed to Tom "Red" Martin,
of flaming hair and classic beak, who is one of the four outstanding
sophomores in Coach "Snooks" Kelley's starting lineup. But modest
"Red" who plays defense beside Captain Joe Jangro with brilliant consistency, is more inclined to single out goalie, Jim Logue, as the real
sparkplug of the team. "Some of us have had bad games," says "Red"
"but Jimmy is always good." When asked for explanations for the
team's good fortune thus far, the redhead replied, "The new rink definitely is the main reason. There is nothing better for a team than
daily practice, and with the rink on campus, we get a lot more support
than before. With all those people yelling and cheering we just have
to win!" "Red's" stellar performance in the impressive 7-4 victory over
B.U. in the Beanpot Tourney finale, with his two goals, two assists,
and singular defensive job, especially in containing the talented Monsieur Marquis, tabbed him as a man to watch closely in the future.
How does "Red" account for his large assist total (27 after the
B.U. game) ? "Our forwards are just good at getting clear, and, don't
forget, I don't get an assist unless they put the puck in the net."
"Red", 6-1 tall and 190 pounds, played his high school hockey at
Cambridge Latin, where he was a GBI All-Star for two years and a
first team All-Scholastic defenseman in his senior year. He gives much
of the credit for his present success to Jim Fitzgerald, his high school
coach. "Mr. Fitzgerald taught me the fundamentals well," "Red" remarks, "and Coach Kelley knows how to develop those fundamentals
even further."

With respect to the much desired N.C.A.A. tourney bid, "Red" feels
that the team's chances depend upon the next two weeks' showing, and
rates the away game at R.P.I, on February 21st and the final B.U.
game, February 25th at our own McHugh Forum as the stiffest tests.
"Something that gave us a good deal of confidence was the first St.
'Lawrence game," "Red" com:\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0:\u25a0:\u25a0?\u25a0:-?\u25a0:\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
\u25a0\u25a0:
'".7 'x>
mented. "The team gave a good
account of themselves against the
predominantly Canadian lineup."
"Red" feels

that the young

Eagle pucksters have a bright future, but that "nearly every other
team in the area is improving along
with us. This year any team can
catch another off guard on a given
night."

"Ued", who is in College of Business Administration, has not definitely picked a major yet, but has
narrowed his choice down to either
Accounting or Marketing.

Martinmen
Drop Two
By JIM GRAY
Having recently recuperated,
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Basketball Coach Dino Martin, ran
the risk of a relapse last Saturday
night as he took his boys to Providence, R.I. for the rubber game
against the Providence College
Friars. Before a sellout crowd of
3,300, Providence captured its 14th
victory in 17 outings by capitalizing on some rather sloppy foul
shooting by the B.C. boys. With
the two teams matching basket
for basket from the floor, it was
the 15 out of 23 free throws connected by Providence against 8 out
of 14 by B.C. which made the difference. Led by Frank Quinn who
dunked 11 points through the
hoop, B.C. staged a late rally and
managed to close the Providence
lead to only four points with 58
seconds remaining as opposed to
the eleven point spread 43-32 Providence led by with seven minutes
left. The Eagles led once again
but fell short as it had against
Villanova and Navy as a pass from
Johnny Egan set up his teammate
Schementi and the insurance two
points. Also impressive against
the Friars was Jack Shoppmeyer
who had eight points and turned
in some sparkling defensive play.
This contest was the third meeting
of the season between the two
clubs with Providence taking two,
the first 67-60 and the last 51-44
with the Eagles sandwiched between with a 59-51 victory. The
Basketball record now stands at
14-8.
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LETTERS
Is Mr. Donald Martin, head coach
B.C. a fraud? My own
personal opinion is that he is stealing money from the A.A. by accepting a salary, for his so-called
coaching ability. I have attended
several practice sessions and most
of B. C.'s games and have become
thoroughly disgusted by the continuous poor showings of what
could be one of the top 20 teams in
the country. After every loss and
most of the victories I asked myself the same question, "What's
wrong with this club?" and on
every occasion although my answers
vary they all stem from the same
of BB at

PHIByL
LANGAN

While fiddling through various B. C. football logs the other day, I
discovered that one Michael J. Holovak has averaged seven wins in each
of the last four seasons. This should be a potent reminder to the howling
alumni, who are constantly making life miserable for the ex All-American. Few of these dear departed seem to remember the foggy days of
1950 when the varsity stunned the weekly T. Y. audiences with nine
defeats and a tic. The frantic ex grads obtained Denny Myers' scalp
after that gridiron wake and proceeded to put good old Mike on the
chopping block. When the quality less Eagles proceeded to drop four
straight in '51, Mike started to feel the alumni heat. Then came a string
of five football masterpieces. Wake Forest was held to a tic. Two T. D.
favorite Richmond fell 21-7, 10th ranking Georgia barely eeked out a
35-28 win in their own backyard, as Weymouth's Jimmy Kane had the
Bulldogs talking to themselves. (I sound like Huck Finnegan.) Villanova was a 20 point favorite but fell 20-13. Then came John Turco, Mai
Massuco and company from Holy Cross who were supposed to toy with
their hosts. After sixty minutes of football, the Cross lost a Gator Bowl
bid, the Lambert Trophy, and the ball game, 19-14.
For the past seven seasons such little incidents as three near bowl
bids (minus Big Ten farm boys), and upset victories over Wake Forest,
Clemson, Miami, Holy Cross, Y. M. I.and Fordham, have "clouded" the
M. J. H. tally sheet. No Rose Bowls for Mike; just injury ridden squads,
alumni ridicule, a .650 victory percentage and the credit for taking
B. C. out of near disaster at the
turn of the decade.
The U. S. Olympic Hockey team
has taken nine out of ten exhibition
games in their present tour of Europe, before the World Tourney
next month. Sparking the American squad have been Bob Macvey,
and Bill and Bob Cleary. It doesn't
seem so long ago that Bill had
most of the Eastern College goal
tenders parting from his mighty
slap shot. He put in forty goals in
the 1953-54 season and has been
ranked as one of the country's top
three icemen ever since. In eight
ERNIE STAUTNER
of the ten current affairs he has
been named the outstanding player.
Along with Cleary there are a few more local men who are making
a sports name for themselves. John Thomas erased the rash stupidity
of the A.A.U. and Dan Ferris (its errant leader who cost the U. S. the
1956 Olympics and the 1958 World Basketball Championship and who
will undoubtedly send the "Boys' Club" against the Russians in 1960).
Last Saturday at New York he vaulted seven feet for the second time in
three weeks. Thomas has definite aspirations for the Olympic Decathlon Crown in 1960.
B. C.'s Art Donovan, Ernie Stautner and Art Spinney have been
named to the all pro defensive and offensive elevens. Minus these two
stalwarts, the Colts from Baltimore would have been wallowing in third
or fourth place, despite Unitas, Moore, Ameche and company.
Jim Duffy's career at Rindge Tech has been one of the most successful of any high school track coach
in the country and rumor has it
that he'll become a co-coach along
with Bill Gilligan next year at B. C.
If Mr. Duffy can produce fellows
like Phil Reavis and Charlie Jenkins
the association should be a pleasant
one. Although who can deny the
fact that if Bob O'Leary, Ed Quinn,
John Joyce, and a talented Lister
Chatman were provided with proper
facilities in their frosh season;
(they had to shovel snow off the
caved-in track instead), these
athletescould have given the school
a New England title or two.
For a University that is supposed to be promoting a bigger and
better sports program, it seems
that the B. C. athletic officials
have completely forgotten about
the minor sports here at the
heights. Tennis, golf, skiing, sailing, boxing, wrestling and swimming, are just names and far from
realities. Although there is a ski
ART DONOVAN
team, with a large membership, ento
dampened
thusiasm has been
due
the fact that funds are low. The
golf team had to stand in the cafeteria and beg for money to hit the
Southern Trail and pin the ears of quite a few duffer groups. At Army,
Navy, the Ivy Schools, the Big Ten schools and in most of the Eastern
institutions, these minor sports are well financed, well equipped, and
well represented. Instead of spending the money for a big power football team to enter alumni stadium and haul B. C. into a twenty point loss
(despite M. J. Holovak's lack of depth), the officials could build up one
or two of the minor competitive sports for the good of our Athletic
reputations.

problem, poor coaching.
At the start of practice sessions
B. C.'s varsity squad was by far,

man for man the best in the school's
history and what's more important
the best in New England. By the
start of the season Mr. Martin had
not succeeded in putting a fairly
well knit unit on the floor and up
to this point he has succeeded in
doing nothing for the team except

losing two of its key players. By
doing nothing for the team and I
mean just that, his practice sessions
are a farce, his ability to work a
team up for a key game is a joke
and what he does for his team
during the game, as far as adjusting to the opposing teams offense
or defense, is ridiculous. My claims
that Mr. Martin lost two key players, although one of the boys
flunked out, is backed up by the
words of the two boys in question.
They stated in no uncertain terms
before they left that the main
reason for their leaving was the
poor coaching and the athletic setup in general.
This letter probably won't get
published but if it does I hope that
it will open the eyes of some of the
officials at the University to investigate this outrageous situation.

?ASSETS? TOP
INTRAMURALS
While the eyes of many fans
have been focused on the exploits
of the Varsity Basketball Team,
there is a growing interest in the
newly formed Intramural Basketball League. The league gives
many students who do not play
varsity ball an opportunity to display their talents before their
fellow students. The league consists of forty-three teams.
Records Not Official
The records of the teams are not
official as yet, but the following
will give you an indication of the
performances of some of the teams.
Riding high are the undefeated
Morticians who have seven victories and no defeats. They have
been "literally" killing their opponents and are led by the senior
football stars John Flannagan and
Jim Cotter. Close behind them are
the Assets who have posted five
wins and are also undefeated.
Other undefeated teams are the GMen and the Burke A. C. Each has
won three games.
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Joseph Cyril Hogan

A&S '62
Ed. Note: We share
opinion Mr. Hogan.

in your

Freshman A&S '62
I should remind Flem Mackell and John Peirson, of the Boston
"Laffable Phil"
Junior
Bruins, who belaboured New England hockey players for lack of savvy
Senior?"Buthering T. Hughes"
on
the
roughness
ice,
and
to take a look at Joe Jangro, George HigginAn Apologetic Savage.
bottom, Art Chisholm and Bill,;
Daley. This quartet has as many
ice brains and as much brawn as
the overrated Canadian youngsters.
The Canadian laden Clarkson,
R. P. 1., and St. Lawrence sextets
can affirm this.
In winding up I would like to
"A Night Club dedicated to B.C. People"
argue the statement of a local Boston Record T. Y. editor who claims
Dancing Every Friday Night to
hockey is inferior to wrestling. It
suffices to say that any sports fan
the Terry MacDonald Orchestra
who would prefer Killer Kowalski
ADMISSION FREE
and Lou These for a half hour of
corrupt wrestling to a B. C.-B. U.
Just Outside Dedham Ctr. on Churchill PI.
or Bruin-Canadian hockey game,
should'hide.
?

Campus

Club

Kfllfl

Not Following Schedule
Many teams in the League are
not appearing when they are
scheduled to do so. These teams
may soon be dropped from the
league if they continue in this procedure. If you have signed to play
in the I. M. League, you should appear when your team is scheduled
if it is at all possible. With the
new Roberts Center Gymnasium
and its fine facilities, basketball is
now more fun and is available for
all students of Boston College.

L. Paul Daley, '62
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John D.
Gentlemen:
The questionability of Mr. Sealley's extended classical metaphor
comparing the fate of our Dino
Martin to the Greek's Orestes appearing in a sports section (?),
combined with Mr. Fitzgibbons'
"appologia" to the nation for B. C.
football a few months back, following Mr. Langan's brilliant prognosticating that "Eagle" fortunes are
on the upgrade, and hfs exuberant
praise of a track team which never
seems to win much of anything, but
to quote from the inimitable prose
of the now "laffable" Mr. Langan,
"the eagle cinderman although not
capturing the top spot nevertheless
rendered an excellent account of
themselves and B. C. Sports, and
Bill Gilligan is once again to be
congratulated, etc., etc.," meshed
in with Mr. Hughes' and Mr. Savage's commenting on the same
hockey game, yet each with his own
different time as to when the goals
were scored, (upon examining the
Boston Herald I further found that
they were both off), and the overall butchering of the English
language, in which the two are in
remarkable agreement, climaxed by
Mr. Langan's and Mr. Savage's
recent elections as Sports Editors,
compels me to observe that the
Sports Pages of the Heights this
year have made me the "Grand
Tour" from the almost ridiculous
to the completely absurd!
Complacently, but Acidly Yours,

ifl

Lemacks Undefeated
The Lemacks are also undefeated
with two victories to their credit,
but two of the games were canceled. The Zip-Nips show a fine
5-1 record. The Rummies are 4-1,
while the C-Notes and the Spiders
are each 4-2. I remind you that
these records are not official; but
they give a good picture of the
better teams.
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At about 3 P.M. on an afternoon in August (Eastern
Daylight Schaefer Time) Doctor Chicago tooka walk.
The town stood knee-deep in summer heat, the kind
of heat that depresses the soul as much as the body.
For the third time that day he found himself in front
of the same neighborhood grocery. He went in and
asked for a cold six-pak of Schaefer beer. The old
lady who waited on him wore an Indian headdress
and a buckskin jacket. She acted as if she might
know him. He fixed her with a baleful glance, and
she retreated in some confusion.
On the way home a neighbor asked Doctor Chicago
to look in on his wife. The man said she had cracked
up. She had been in the kitchen singing, "What d'ya
hear in the best of circles?" when an old radio that
had not worked for years blared out, "Schaefer all
around!" This had made her crack up. Doctor Chicago examined her and said that she was merely
suffering from the extreme heat.
Soon he was sitting in his living room drinking a cold
glass of Schaefer. "It has a
,« <»*«^*»w
v
smooth round taste," he said
jf
to his wife. Suddenly their
broken TV set came on, and jfete**^^dffl|'S^(a|
|Wj
an announcer said"... never I
sharp, never flat." "My
time for suffering from the
ill K^j'lflfc^
extreme heat has come/
s^^,,,?..JjPl|jP^!
Doctor Chicago laughed.

o*B!2ss:ssttßsfl^^^^

But he did not begin suffering from the extreme heat
until days later. Then, as in a dream, he recalled
someone giving him a welcome refreshing sip of
Schaefer from time to time. When he was well, he
spoke to his wife of this.
"Your mother gave it to you."

|

"What mother? Mother Chicago? Does she wear an
Indian headdress?"

|

"That's right. So you did see her. She said she had
met you in a store someplace?she wanted to speak
to you, but you scared her away!" He sat by the
window, thinking of his mother and the weather and
the Schaefer for a long time.
THE F.S M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and

ALBANY. N.Y.
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of Labor

Secy.

An optimistic picture of future
conditions was the general tone of
speech deliveredby the Hon. James
P. Mitchell, Secretary of Labor,
sponsored by the CBA Student
Senate in Fulton Hall, February
12th.
Speaking before a capacity audience, the Secretary outlinedAmerica'srole in regard to Communism
as well as offering encouraging
statistics to job-bound B.C. students.
"The biggest difference between
Russia and America is that we believe in God and freedom while
the Russians don't! Since World
War 11, over 21 nations have declared themselves independent.
This dramatizes the fight between
Democracy and Communism. The
United States must show that our
system of raising living standards
is the better. We must show our
moral values by example not only
at home, but abroad. Our segregation problem renders this extremely difficult."
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Addresses CBA

Indult Given Fr. Walsh

An Indult from the Supreme
Sacred Congregation of the Holy
Office in Rome, dated the 13th of
August, 1958, and signed by Joseph
Bersani, Subst. Notarius, gives Fr.
Michael P. Walsh, SJ., President
of Boston College, the power to
grant permission:

whole list of books, the

be

complete works of an author, the dent may withdraw, read, and revolumes of an encyclopedia, or all tain the books.
shortages will arise in certain
the issues of a particular periodcenters
By
large
3) Books purchased by a profes1965,
fields.
of ical.)
Detroit,
industry, perhaps even
sor or student for himself: a note
will be displaced by other areas.
direct to the Rector's office, with
The number of manufacturing Procedure to be Followed:
the correct bibliographical data,
workers will drop sharply but will A.
stamped and returned by mail, will
BOOKS
be matched by a corresponding
1. Books assigned or suggested give permission to read and retain
rise in the other types of work."
by a professor: obtaining the per- these books. (As above, student
Following the lecture Secretary mission for his students to read requests must be countersigned by
Mitchell conducted a press confer- and retain these books is the pro- a professor; the permission granted
ence at the Statler Hotel in Boston fessor's responsibility. He sends is valid for the period noted above
sponsored by the Republican party. the Rector's Office a memo con- under 1-1.)

THiNKLiSH
English: DRIVE-IN MOVIE ON A RAINY NIGHT
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feature: pictures matched to the weather. In
January, it's Snow White; in July, Hot Spell.
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Thinklish translation: This drive-in's main

/
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several. There is no need, however,
of his listing the names of the students involved. A copy of the Rector's note of approval is sent to
the library, informing them that
all in this group have permission.

1) to each member of the faculty and each member of the student
2) Library books desired by a
body of Boston College?valid dur- professor for himself, or by a stuing Father Walsh's term of office
dent, on his own initiative, for
?as long as they remain profeshimself:
the library will have a
sors or students of Boston College.
card system for such permissions.
2) to read and retain books and The professor fills out the biblioperiodicals, useful to their work, graphical data on a special card
which are forbidden by the Roman requesting permission and signs it.
Index or by Canon 1399 (except of The student does the same, except
course for books professedly obthat his card must be counterscene) with care taken that they
be used personally and not by signed by some professor of the
university. These cards are then
others.
sent to the Rector's office accord3) "pro singulis casibus" that ing to a schedule. These are called
is, not forbidden books in general to the Rector's attention, stamped,
Pictured after recent address are Rev. W. Seavy Joyce, S.J.; Mr. but specific forbiddenbooks in parMitchell and Mr. Stephen G. McCloskey, Secretary-Treasurer of the ticular. (A single case, however, and returned to the library. Upon
their return, professor and stuBoston Central Labor Union.
a
may

facts mean that older as well as
younger people will make up a bigger percentage of the work force.
According to Secretary Mitchell, College graduates and those in the
"By 1965, our gross national prod- 21-40 age group have nothing but
uct will total $560 billion dollars real opportunity before them."
and our work force will rise above
In answering various questions
eighty million. The advances in posed by members of the working
this field will not be able to keep press and the student body, he
pace with the demands of our ex- further stated that: "By the third
ploding population which in six quarter of 1959 unemployment will
years will hit 193,000,000. These return to a normal level and labor

/

taining the bibliographical data
plus the title of the course group
or section, or the titles if they are

L_
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ELECTRIC TYPING
Professors and students commend my beautiful electyping.
Ph.D.,
tric
Master and Honors theses;
Reports, Law Briefs, and manuscripts of all descriptions expertly typed. .Fast, accurate service.
Excellent references. (Clip ad and save)
Call: Mrs. Allen?Hl 2-1561

EUROPE

Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa to
Sweden. You're accompanied
not
herded around. College age only. Also
short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequoia (Box 2) Pasadena, Cal.
?
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When it pours, of course, the pro gram is all wet:
Singing in the Rain. Hatful of Rain and Rain-
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HOOP F*

B. Periodicals: Except for the
fact that library periodicals are
not ordinarily withdrawn from the
library, the procedure in the case
of periodicals is exactly the same
as the various alternatives above.
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Apartment For Rent
One nicely furnished room in a private home.
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light up a Lucky, and enjoy the
honest taste of fine tobacco.
Then It's Always Fair Weather!
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MAKE 25
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Start talking our language?we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: its
new words from two words?like those on

'

this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,

Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your
name, address, college and class.
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English: LOUD-MOUTHED APE
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Get the genuine article

English: SEASlfir
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Separate entrance and private bath. No cooking.
Located near corner of Hammond Pond Pkwy.
and Worcester Pike. Ideal for a young faculty
member. $55.00 per month. Call DE 2-8750.
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Boston
Oceanport, N. J.
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